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Fureraba Complete Soundtrack

Disc 1:

quantum jump (opening theme)
Theme of Himari ver.Friend
Theme of Rina ver.Friend

Theme of Yuzuyu ver.Friend
Theme of Misaki ver.Friend

Kyou mo Kyou tote
Orenji Iro no Sora

Hoshizora no Matataki
Souzoushii Hibi
council of war

battle!
devote all one's energy

Dou Iu Koto?
FRIEND TO LOVER

quantum jump ver.inst.
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Koi, Hajimeyou!
Theme of Himari ver.Lover
Theme of Rina ver.Lover

Theme of Yuzuyu ver.Lover
Theme of Misaki ver.Lover

Saigo ni Nagai Kiss wo
Kotoba Yori Taisetsu na Koto

Ukiuki Kibun de
LOVER TO...

Mirai wo Egaite
Futari no Album

Futari no Album ver.inst.
Unused Track 01
Unused Track 02
Unused Track 03
Unused Track 04
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Short, SHORT game. Just 8 puzzles total or something. And half of them make no sense whatsoever. Only consider getting it
when it has a ridiculous price reduction because it still has a neat artistic style to it but that's all there is to say about it, really.. I
love the game but i dont know how to change guns like from sawed-off to spas. Please help. So this is how the game series Men
of War got started. Its a pretty fun game, I'll tell you that.

 I just wish that the continue button would actually work and actually skip the cut screnes instead of forcing the user to watch
them.... 5-7 $, а потом бац, и она фри ту плэй. Обидно однако. А сама игра шедевр, но жалко онлайн маленький. Если бы
людей побольше было б, тогда вапще ♥♥♥♥♥♥ь.. If it wasn't free I probably wouldn't have gotten it.
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It's mostly just more Princess Remedy.

So, if you liked the first game, this one is worth getting.

 Frallan is best girl. . A lot of bugs, it some cases makes game unplayable. I finished Eagel Island, and right after getting back
onto the ride, I got a black screen. I waited for some minuets and nothing happened, so I restarted the game, and it threw me
back into the first town. That made the game impossible to finish, and with the dialogue being slow, makes the game hard to
resart. I like the story, and the mechanics are interesting and fresh, but the bugs make it impossible to play.. F*ck this game
honestly, the devs dont care about this unpolished game. Too much bugs and glitches, that it hurts my wallet. I paid full 40$ for
this piece of sh*t game. Get your moneys worth and buy Stronghold Crusaders or Stronghold series than this lacking game "Shi-
tadles".. good reboot, the addition of weapon/health pickups make it feel a lot more like a 'Twisted Metal 3' than any other game
has. but like with many games in today's flooded market, the initial surge of multiplayers at release quickly subsided.... Needs
more content but good so far.

Maybe more races?. Well, it's free.. No, just don't. The game really thinks it's being funny, but it isn't, it just isn't. I get the
feeling this was meant to satarize the many crappy games on steam, but it exemplifies them more than anything.
Garbage controls, horrid framerate, glitches, racism, cobbled together visuals (yes I'm aware he makes a joke about this one, but
that doesn't excuse it), a thousand game breaking glitches, and just pure lack of fun. Need anymore reasons not to play.

Finally, I am aware that early access games are still in development, but for them to charge money they need some potential.
This will never be good.. Really excellent. Great companion piece to Indie Game: The Movie (presented in a different way,
focusing on the excellent diversity within the indie community).. this is an quite average and short point and click first person
adventure game with some light puzzles. only buy on sale!. this is a good game and it s free...there is only one problem-there s
no sound or music
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